
English 3203 Genre Studies: Novels/CRN 47712 

Fall 2014 /T, Th 2:30 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. / 3 credit hours / MCD 106 

Professor:  Dr. Ace G. Pilkington 

Office Hours: MWF 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., T, Th 3:50 p.m. to 5 p.m. and by 
appointment 

Office:  MC 224 / Office Phone: 652-7809 / E-mail: ace9pilkington@hotmail.com 

(always include your name in the subject line when writing e-mails) 

 

 

CLASS DESCRIPTION AND GOALS: 
 

Course Description: 
Required of all English majors pursuing the Literary Studies emphasis, 

and for other interested students. Provides students with an 

understanding of  the novel as a genre, including  various aspects of the novel such as 

plot, theme, character, setting, and so on.  Novels will be selected according to time, 

place, period or theme, and students will be introduced to research and criticism as well 

as to the texts themselves.  Other materials covered will include the sources behind 

novels and adaptations of them. The course is also designed to expand the student's 

critical reading and writing skills. Prerequisite: ENGL 2010 with a grade of C or better. 3 

lecture hours per week. 

 

For this incarnation of the novels course, all works will be by Russian writers.  I have not, 

however, treated the category as narrow and exclusive.  Pushkin, Russia’s most revered 

man of letters, has African elements in his family tree, Lermontov is partly of Scottish 

descent. Gogol is Ukrainian. Sergei Lukyanenko, who has been successfully publishing 

fiction in Russian for more than two decades, is from Kazakhstan.  A case can be made 

for Russian novelists as the best of their kind.  As Steven G. Marks says in How Russia 

Shaped the Modern World, “They made their mark by pondering man’s fate and 

shattering the mold of the novelistic genre.  So innovative were their works that the 

American critic George Steiner considered them to be responsible for one of the three 

great turning points in all of European literature, the other two being Athenian drama and 

Shakespeare” (58).  As Ernest Hemingway wrote in A Moveable Feast, “I had read all of 

Turgenev, what had been published in English of  Gogol, the Constance Garnett 

translations of Tolstoi and the English translations of Chekov…. I had been told 

Katherine Mansfield was … a great short-story writer, but trying to read her after Chekov 

was like hearing the carefully artificial tales of a young old-maid compared to those of an 

articulate and knowing physician who was a good and simple writer.  Mansfield was like 

near-beer.  It was better to drink water.  But Chekov was not water except for the clarity.”  

Hemingway continues, “In Dostoyevsky there were things … so true they changed you as 

you read them; frailty and madness, wickedness and saintliness, and the insanity of 

gambling were there to know as you knew the landscape and the roads in Turgenev, and 

the movement of troops, the terrain and the officers and the men and the fighting in 

Tolstoi.  Tolstoi made the writing of Stephen Crane on the Civil War seem like the 
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brilliant imagining of a sick boy who had never seen war.”  Indeed, Russian novels 

provide incredibly rich texts for interpretation, a wide variety of styles for comparison, 

and a clear evolution and development of the form for historical analysis.   For this 

course, there are eight novels altogether, two for each of the four tests, and in spite of 

what you might expect from Russian novels, they are often humorous (one is a comic 

novel) and of reasonable length.  Four are short (under 200 pages), three are average 

(around 300 pages), and only Doctor Zhivago is long (though not by the standards of 

current best sellers) at 559 pages.  All of them are easy to read, and some of them are 

hard to put down once you start reading.  For each test after the first, I have matched a 

nineteenth century novel to a thematically connected twentieth century novel, and as a 

pleasant side effect, a short novel with a longer one.  For instance, Chekhov’s The Duel, 

the shortest novel at 124 pages, is paired with Doctor Zhivago.  Pushkin’s Yevgeny 

Onegin is the earliest of the works, first published in a complete edition in 1833.  

Lukyanenko’s Night Watch is the latest, published in 1998, first translated into English in 

2006. 

 

 

Course Objectives: 
The novel has evolved with the modern world, and the two have shaped and mirrored 

each other.  Though there may be more recent art forms than the novel, there is no other 

literary genre that is at once such a vital part of our daily lives, so essential a piece of our 

recent history, and so rich a vision of our varied psychologies.  The course will introduce 

students to a selection of novels, to the techniques those novels employ, and to the 

historical and cultural contexts in which those novels exist.  Students will be expected to 

read the texts closely enough to be able to relate them to their own lives, and to read and 

apply the insights of critics to those texts.  In addition, students should better understand 

their own cultures and those of the novelists and should also be able to identify major 

literary, philosophical, social, and historical issues in the novels.  At best, they may also 

recognize those issues in their own lives and begin to find answers to some of life’s 

largest questions.  

 

An upper division course such as this one should help you understand and control 

literature.  Understanding means following the author’s broad strokes and nuances, 

decoding his or her images, and even intuiting those personal, whimsical meanings that 

are just beyond the horizon of public discourse.  Controlling means fitting the work into 

contexts, literary, historical, cultural, aesthetic, philosophical, or political.  Perhaps the 

ultimate context is your own life and the ultimate horizon of understanding is the space 

inside your head.  An upper division course should help you think better, enjoy life more 

completely, and live in the world more comfortably. Why not?  Fifteen weeks is a long 

time.  If a class is working properly, it should be an opportunity, not an obstacle. 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

TEXTS: 

  
(In the order we will read them.) 
 

 Alexander Pushkin’s Eugene Onegin . Wordsworth Classics of World Literature 

edition. General Editor: Tom Griffith. Translated into English prose with an 

Introduction and Commentary by Roger Clarke. 2005. ISBN 1-84022-136-4   This 

book is not available from the DSU Bookstore. You should buy the paperback on 

Amazon.com for $7.19 or buy it used for $1.12.   

 Alexander Pushkin’s The Captain’s Daughter,* 

 Mikhail Lermontov’s A Hero of Our Time*  

 Vladimir Voinovich’s Private Ivan Chonkin  

 Anton Chekhov’s The Duel*  

 Boris Pasternak’s Doctor Zhivago, (We'll be using the  translation by Max Hayward 

and Manya Harari--either the first or the revised version--not the one by Richard 

Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky.  The one we're using is cheaper, more readily 

available--the Everyman's Library edition, for example--and closer to the culture 

of Russia.  You can buy both, of course, if you'd like to compare them.) 

 Gogol’s “The Night Before Christmas”  

 Gogol's “Viy”*  

 Sergei Lukyanenko’s Night Watch. Buy it from the Dixie University Bookstore, 

buy a used copy from Amazon (starting at 88 cents), or buy a Kindle version for 

$7.69 and download the free Kindle app to read it on most electronic devices if 

you don't have a Kindle. 

*These texts (along with a number of other titles which you may read for 
additional enlightenment and extra credit) are on the free CD that I will 
distribute at the beginning of the course.   The other titles are available in the 
Dixie State University Book Store or from Amazon, and there are used copies 
available from Amazon and other online stores. 

 

 

 

 



 GRADES are based on the following: 
 

 1.  Tests: There will be three multiple choice tests that you will take in the testing 

center on Canvas. 

 2.  Essays: Two essays each 1250 words (5 pages), one essay will include scholarly 
sources and demonstrate knowledge of literary critical methods; the other will be 
more open ended and will allow for a freer flow of ideas and a more open 
expression of opinions. Possible range of topics for these essays will be 
determined in class discussions, and students will be given at least one class day 
for essay preparation. The essays should, of course, be typed, double-spaced, 
correctly punctuated. You should be sure to include a word count and to number 
your pages. Each essay is worth 100 points.  

Your papers should be submitted on Canvas and via e-mail to the following address 

ace9pilkington@hotmail.com 

How To Submit Your Essays: 
You will submit the essay through Canvas, using Assignments tool, and via e-mail. Your 
essay will not be graded until both submissions are received. 
 
Submitting through Canvas: 

1. Go to the course homepage.  
2. Scroll below “What To Do If You Get Sick Message” to find a link—Research 

Enlightenment Essay. 
3. Click on the link. That will take you to the page where you will UPLOAD your 

essay. 
4. Use only DOC or DOCX files. Please DO NOT upload pdf, google doc, rft, or 

anything that is not doc or docx. I will not be able to make comments on files that 
are not doc or docx, so you will have to resubmit.  

5. Before submitting your paper, make sure to read over “Punctuation, Plagiarism, 
Paraphrasing, and Works Cited.doc” on Canvas (right below submission links). 

Note that your essays will go through TurnItIn Plagiarism check.  
 
If you’d like a high quality word processor for free that will emulate Microsoft 
(including doc and docx), try www.OpenOffice.org or just type Open Office into your 
browser.  One negative note about Open Office:  it won’t handle a book-length 
manuscript very well. Perhaps a better free word processor is LibreOffice, available at 
www.libreoffice.org 
 

 
Submitting via e-mail: 

1. Create an e-mail message to the following address: ace9pilkington@hotmail.com 
2. Put your name in the subject line. 
3. PASTE your paper in the body of the e-mail. DO NOT SEND 

ATTACHMENTS!!! 
 
 3.  Extra Credit:  Reading any of the titles on the CD, writing a 100 word reaction 

to it, and discussing it with me is worth 5 points (unless it is marked otherwise).  
Writing a 500 word paper is worth 5 points for the paper, plus 5 points for the 
book, and no discussion is necessary.  You may earn up to 15 points of extra 
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credit in this way.  All extra credit must be in two weeks before the semester 
ends.  

 

4.  Attendance: I don’t grade on attendance. See below for endless Dixie State 
University regulations, but, as they will tell you, the instructor’s “requirements 
are enforced by the university. “  

What to Do if You Get Sick 

First of all, STAY HOME. DO NOT COME TO CLASS. I will not penalize you for 

missing my classes if you are sick. Make sure you have someone who will record the 

lectures for you or take good notes. I advise you to identify such a person in advance. 

Second of all, let me know that you are missing class because of an illness—write me an 

e-mail and send it to ace9pilkington@hotmail.com  If you feel truly awful, you can wait a 

day or more before you notify me.  Your responsibility in this class is to keep up with the 

reading and lectures.  There is a reading schedule, and I will post the lectures on 

Canvas (barring any recording glitches). As long as you keep up, I'm not worried about 

your attendance. 

Drop date is October 20th. 
 

 5. Final Exam is scheduled for Thursday, December 18th from 2:30pm to 

4:30pm 

 

 
NOTE:  Test dates will be announced well in advance, and there will always be a 

review. All test reviews will be posted online. Tests will be in the testing center on 

Canvas, and you will have a week during which you may take them. 

 
 

NUMERICAL-LETTER GRADE EQUIVALENTS 
 

95-100  = A 
90-94    = A- 
86-89    = B+ 
83-85    = B 
80-82    = B- 
76-79    = C+ 
73-75    = C 
70-72    = C- 
66-69    = D+ 
63-65    = D 
60-62    = D- 
0-59      = F 
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Russian Novels Reading List 2014 

 

TEXTS:  
(In the order we will read them, three novels per test) 
 

Test I 
 

 Alexander Pushkin’s Eugene Onegin . Wordsworth Classics of World Literature 

edition. General Editor: Tom Griffith. Translated into English prose with an 

Introduction and Commentary by Roger Clarke. 2005. ISBN 1-84022-136-4   This 

book is not available from the DSC Bookstore. You should buy the paperback on 

Amazon.com for $7.19   

 Alexander Pushkin’s The Captain’s Daughter * There are two versions available. 

Read at least one. File name "Pushkin The Daughter of the Commandant" and file 

name "Pushkin Marie, A Story of Russian Love." 

  Mikhail Lermontov’s A Hero of Our Time* File name "Lermontov Hero of Our 

Time" 

 

Test II 

 Vladimir Voinovich’s Private Ivan Chonkin. Buy it from the Dixie University 

Bookstore or from Amazon.   

 Anton Chekhov’s The Duel* File name "Chekhov The Duel and Other Stories" 

 Boris Pasternak’s Doctor Zhivago, (We'll be using the  translation by Max Hayward 

and Manya Harari--either the first or the revised version--not the one by Richard 

Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky.  The one we're using is cheaper, more readily 

available--the Everyman's Library edition, for example--and closer to the culture 

of Russia.  You can buy both, of course, if you'd like to compare them.) 

 

TEST III 



 

 Gogol’s “The Night Before Christmas.” There are two versions available. Read at 

least one.  On the CD: file name "Gogol Cossack Tales," titled "The Night of 

Christmas Eve." On Canvas: Part One file name "The Collected Tales of Nikolay 

Gogol." Part Two file name "The Complete Tales of Nikolai Gogol Vol. 1." 

 Gogol's “Viy”* There are four versions available. Read at least one. File name 

"Taras Bulba Also St. John's Eve and Other...," titled for some strange reason"King 

of the Gnomes." File name "Gogol, Mantle, Nose,  Memoirs of a Dead Man, May 

Night, Viy." File name "Gogol the Mantle and Other Stories,"  titled "The Viy." On 

Canvas: file name “Complete Tales of Nikolai Gogol Vol 2 Viy” (minus the first 

three pages for copyright reasons).  

 Sergei Lukyanenko’s Night Watch. Buy it from the Dixie University Bookstore, 

buy a used copy from Amazon (starting at 88 cents), or buy a Kindle version for 

$7.69 and download the free Kindle app to read it on most electronic devices if 

you don't have a Kindle. 

 

*These texts (along with a number of other titles which you may read for 

additional enlightenment and extra credit) are on the free CD that I will 

distribute at the beginning of the course.   The other three titles are available in 

the Dixie State University Book Store or from Amazon, and there are used 

copies available from Amazon and other online stores.   

 

 

 

CD TEXT:  

 

  Genre Studies: Novels CD provided by the instructor.  This CD is free, and is 

probably worth at least as much as you’re paying for it.  The CD amounts to a 

small library of works, not just a text.  It contains extra credit material and general 

background as well as what would usually be found in multiple volumes for 

between sixty and one hundred dollars.  If you do not want to use this CD, all of 

the material is available free online, and you may readily acquire it for yourself.  

If you do wish to use the CD, you must read and accept the following statement.  

This one was borrowed mostly from Project Gutenberg even though this is not an 



official Project Gutenberg CD.  The issues, however, are the same whether it’s 

Project Gutenberg, Sacred Texts, Internet Archive, or some other provider of 

public domain texts: 

E-texts such as the ones on this CD are "public domain" works. Among other things, this 

means that no one owns a United States copyright on or for this work, so anyone can 

copy and distribute it in the United States without permission and without paying 

copyright royalties. Special rules apply if you wish to copy and distribute an e-text under 

the Project's "PROJECT GUTENBERG" trademark  This CD does not use that 

trademark.. Much hard work and careful effort goes into the creation of e-texts, but 

despite these efforts, e-texts and any medium they may be on may contain "Defects." 

Among other things, Defects may take the form of incomplete, inaccurate or corrupt data, 

transcription errors, a copyright or other intellectual property infringement, a defective or 

damaged disk or other e-text medium, a computer virus, or computer codes that damage 

or cannot be read by your equipment. LIMITED WARRANTY; DISCLAIMER OF 

DAMAGES But for the "Right of Replacement or Refund" described below, [1] E-text 

providers and the providers of this CD disclaim all liability to you for damages, costs and 

expenses, including legal fees, and [2] YOU HAVE NO REMEDIES FOR 

NEGLIGENCE OR UNDER STRICT LIABILITY, OR FOR BREACH OF 

WARRANTY OR CONTRACT, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO INDIRECT, 

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF YOU GIVE 

NOTICE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. If you discover a Defect in 

this e-text within 90 days of receiving it, you can receive a refund of the money (if any) 

you paid for it by sending an explanatory note within that time to the person you received 

it from. If you received it on a physical medium, you must return it with your note, and 

such person may choose to alternatively give you a replacement copy. If you received it 

electronically, such person may choose to alternatively give you a second opportunity to 

receive it electronically. THIS E-TEXT IS OTHERWISE PROVIDED TO YOU "AS-

IS". NO OTHER WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ARE 

MADE TO YOU AS TO THE E-TEXT OR ANY MEDIUM IT MAY BE ON, 

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR 

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  In other words, use this free CD 

at your own risk.  I will, of course, replace it if for some reason it 

doesn’t work. 
 These CD texts are an experiment.  I discussed them with some of my classes 

before I introduced the CDs.  Students were enthusiastic and optimistic about the 

possibilities of e-texts in advance of the experiment, and they have been satisfied with the 

reality so far.  The worst problem to this point is that several students were unable to 

access the CD with their computers. These CDs are at once the most complete and least 

expensive texts I’ve ever used.  I thought it was worth paying for the CDs myself to make 

it all simpler (and legally easier to arrange).  Please feel free to help me out this semester 

with comments and suggestions.  Note:  If you want to use these works as a teacher in a 

class of your own, please do not copy them from this CD but go back to the sources (I’ll 

provide them) and make sure that your use is within the legal boundaries. 

 If you feel disappointed that you haven’t been able to pay for your text in this 

class, you might want to send money to the people who make such things possible.  I 

especially recommend  Sacred Texts Archive (which isn’t tax deductible but will sell you 



a CD with lots of books on it) at http://www.sacred-texts.com/donate.htm and Project 

Gutenberg (which is tax deductible) 

        Send a check or money order (any currency) to: Project Gutenberg Literary Archive 

Foundation, 809 N. 1500 W., Salt Lake City, Utah, 84116. 
 

 

 
 

Some Free Software Recommendations that You May Safely Ignore:  Follow My 

Inexpert Advice at Your Own Risk 

 

Almost any text reading device, even the lowliest Microsoft Notepad, will read 

text files successfully.  But if you’d like a high quality word processor for free (that will 

emulate Microsoft and other expensive things), try www.OpenOffice.org or just type 

Open Office into your browser.  One negative note about Open Office:  it won’t handle a 

book-length manuscript very well. Perhaps a better free word processor is LibreOffice, 

available at www.libreoffice.org  

You should also download Adobe Reader if you don’t already have it.  If you 

want software that will convert these text files to epubs so you can read them on your 

Nook reader, it’s free at  

http://calibre-ebook.com/download_windows  Calibre will also do many other things for 

you, but read carefully before you give it orders.  Finally, if you’d like someone (or more 

accurately something) to read your books to you, try CFS Technologies’ Speakonia.  It’s 

free, and once you get past the impression that Stephen Hawking has dropped in for a 

visit, the voice can be effective.  Type in Speakonia or try http://www.cfs-

technologies.com/home/  Warning:  One of Speakonia’s traits is that it reads out anything 

you highlight.  If you forget you have the thing on and then highlight something, the 

result can be mildly unsettling. 

Alas, the Kindle isn’t free yet. The cheapest Kindle is now $69.00 (Wi-fi only, not 

3G), and its clones (such as BeBook and the Barnes and Noble Nook) are similarly 

priced.  Amazon offers a free desktop Kindle reader (which also works on Droid and 

other devices). It reads Kindle books for free, and Amazon is giving away approximately 

one hundred Kindle books of various types at the moment.  

Sony’s five inch reader is available here and there for under a hundred, but Sony 

is, as far as I can tell, no longer making it.  For some reason I don’t understand, the Nook 

does not support the text format, but Sony, which also reads epubs, does. However, you 

can find software (see above) that will convert text files to epubs. 
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H1N1 Flu Information and Precautions 

 

In keeping with CDC recommendations, Dixie State students, staff, and faculty who are experiencing flu 

like symptoms should consult a healthcare provider and avoid unnecessary contact until the symptoms have 

passed. Dixie State College officials will continue to consult with SUPHD and state health departments and 

take necessary steps as more information becomes available. 

We follow the CDC protocol which is to instruct the employee or student: 

 

 “Stay home if you are sick for 7 days after your symptoms begin or until you have been symptom-free for 

24 hours, whichever is longer. This is to keep from infecting others and spreading the virus further.” (From 

CDC H1N1 web site.)  If the employee or student chooses to go to the doctor and bring a doctor’s 

statement that he or she is not infected with H1N1, the employee or student could return as soon as he or 

she is symptom free, if that occurs within the 7 day period.” 

The single best way to prevent seasonal flu is to get vaccinated each year, but good health habits like 

covering your cough and washing your hands often can help stop the spread of germs and prevent 

respiratory illnesses like the flu. There also are flu antiviral drugs that can be used to treat and prevent the 

flu. Here are some other steps” 

 
1. Avoid close contact. 

Avoid close contact with people who are sick. When you are sick, keep your distance from others to protect 

them from getting sick, too. 

 

2. Stay home when you are sick. 

If possible, stay home from work, school and errands when you are sick. You will help prevent others from 

catching your illness. 

 

3. Cover your mouth and nose. 

Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue when coughing or sneezing. It may prevent those around you 

from getting sick. 

 

4. Clean your hands. 

Washing your hands often will help protect you from germs. 

 

5. Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth. 

Germs are often spread when a person touches something that is contaminated with germs and then touches 

his or her eyes, nose or mouth. 

 

6. Practice other good health habits. 

Get plenty of sleep, be physically active, manage your stress, drink plenty of fluids, and eat nutritious food. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
DEPARTMENTAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: 
 
GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND EVALUATION OF LITERARY STUDIES EMPHASIS COURSES, 

including genre, period, culture, author studies, world literature, Shakespeare, and literary theory 

(these are the general requirements; individual professors will determine specific requirements in their 

curriculum) 

 

Goals to be reached:  



Students will be expected to achieve the following:  

 Broaden and deepen their understanding of the unique value of literary expression as an aesthetic 

form that challenges the senses, the intellect, and the imagination as it offer insight into human 

values and identity; 

 Appreciate the complex relationship between the aesthetic and intellectual aspects of literature and 

the culture and time in which it is produced; 

 Accept literary diversity as a reality and as a source of enrichment, vitality, and strength; 

 Increase their respect for literature in its various forms and different worldviews;  

 Achieve an awareness of the power of literature to contribute to human understanding and 

remembrance;  

 Gain familiarity with and an ability to write about and discuss key canonical texts but also to show 

an understanding of non-canonical literature; 

 Analyze literature critically from different theoretical points of view. 

 

 

Objectives to achieve goals:  

Students will be expected to complete the following:  

 Read an extensive amount of literature of various genres (essays, poetry, short fiction, drama, and 

novels); 

 Participate in meaningful discussions of literature within the classroom; 

 Respond to texts in writing assignments in and outside the classroom, some of which would 

involve a research component; 

 Take at least one timed in-class examination. 

  

 

Evaluation standards:  

Students will be assessed based on their ability to:  

 Analyze and write about texts critically and eloquently;  

 Contribute to textual analyses and discussions with fresh and cogent insights;  

 Organize their thoughts clearly and maintain a focus, especially in their written work;  

 Conduct research effectively and critically; 

 Incorporate research persuasively in textual analyses and adhere to current citation and 

documentation conventions; 

 Produce grammatically correct and stylistically engaging sentences; 

 Present their research articulately;  

 Participate regularly and contribute to classroom discussions;  

 Complete regular homework assignments; 

 Perform satisfactorily on exams. 

 

For additional information see http://new.dixie.edu/english/File/ENGL%203203.pdf 

 

 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Statement:  If you suspect or are aware that you have a 

disability that may affect your success in the course you are strongly encouraged to contact the 

Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in the North Plaza Building. The disability will be 

evaluated and eligible students will receive assistance in obtaining reasonable accommodations. 

Phone # 435-652-7516. 
 

 Student Support Services  

 Library:     http://library.dixie.edu  

 Testing Center:   http://new.dixie.edu/testing  

 Writing Center & OWL:  http://new.dixie.edu/english/dsc_writing_center.php  

 Tutoring Center:   http://dsc.dixie.edu/tutoring 
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Dmail 

 

Important class and college information will be sent to your Rebelmail email 

account. This information includes your DSU bill, financial aid/scholarship 

notices, notification of dropped classes, reminders of important dates and 

events, and other information critical to you success in this class and at DSC. 

All DSU students are automatically assigned a Rebelmail email account. If 

you don’t know your user name and password, go to www.dixie.edu and select 

“Dmail” for complete instructions. You will be held responsible for 

information sent to your Dmail email, so please check it often.  

 
 

Drop Date: October 20th, 2014 

 

 
 

Attendance: 

23.1 Regular and prompt attendance in classes … is expected of every Dixie State University 

student. 

23.2 Attendance requirements are established by each instructor and such requirements 

are enforced by the college. (My requirements are stated earlier in this interminably long 

[not my fault] document.  If you miss half the class sessions for whatever reason, you fail 

the class.  23.4 below is also important.) 
23.4 It is the student’s responsibility to find out which assignments are missed during an 

absence. 

23.5 Class Absences Related to College Functions 

 23.5.1 Attendance at class is an integral part of the learning process. Students who are 

absent from class for any reason compromise their learning opportunities. Students should 

make every attempt to register only for those courses for which they have no scheduling 

conflicts that will interfere with their ability to complete course requirements.  

 23.5.2 Students periodically may miss classes for various college-related functions; 

including athletics, club events, or to fulfill the requirements of a course or a program. These 

absences often conflict with the instruction, assignments, and tests in courses. The college 

seeks to maintain reasonable guidelines that will enable students to participate in college 

functions without harming the integrity of the curriculum in the courses they miss or 

undermining the responsibilities and authority of the instructors of these courses. These 

guidelines are intended to foster an environment that is supportive and sensitive to the roles 

and needs of both students and faculty.  

http://www.dixie.edu/


 23.5.3 Students who must miss class because of a college-sanctioned activity, such as 

an athletic event, club activity, class assignment, or other approved event, are responsible to 

assuring that their instructors have been notified and for completing any missed assignments. 

  23.5.3.1 Prior to the absence, students travelling with a club, team, or other 

group on a college-sanctioned activity must request leave from their instructors. 

   23.5.3.1.1 Students involved in a club event or an activity related to 

another course or program requirement must provide written notification from the faculty or 

staff member supervising the activity that explains the nature of the activity. This should 

include a list of eligible students and be provided in advance of the expected absence. 

   23.5.3.1.2 By the second day of class, students with recurring absences 

must provide each instructor written notification from the appropriate department that 

includes a schedule of competition, the names of those students on specific teams likely to 

travel, and the dates and approximate  times of departure and return on campus. So that 

student participation in travel can be verified, the appropriate department will be responsible 

for informing individual faculty of changes to team rosters and travel schedules throughout 

the semester. 

23.5.3.2 Students must arrange with the instructor to complete missed instruction and/or 

coursework. 

 23.5.3.2 Students must arrange with the instructor to complete missed instruction 

and/or coursework. 

 

23.5.3.2.1 One week prior to an absence, the student will meet with the instructor to arrange a 

reasonable accommodation, if feasible, to allow the students to complete any missed 

coursework and/or exams. The instructor may require the student to submit work prior to the 

due date if the student will be absent. It is the student's responsibility to complete the Student 

Absence Schedule with the instructor and abide by it. 

 

23.5.3.2.2 Students with recurring or frequent absences from a course are required to check 

their schedules against the course syllabus and provide a list of expected absences for the 

semester by the second day of class. Upon reviewing the list, the instructor may determine that 

the absences will interfere with the student's ability to succeed in the course. If so, the 

instructor will recommend that the student seek an alternative. If a student chooses to remain 

in the course, it is the student's responsibility to complete the Student Absence Schedule with 

the instructor and abide by it. 

 

*Most of the above handout was prepared by Brent Hanson, who kindly allowed Dixie State 

College to steal it. 



Plagiarism  (from OWL, the Online Writing Lab at Dixie State College): 

 

Guidelines for recognizing and avoiding it 

 

    Definition: Generally speaking, plagiarism is regarded as a form of cheating or 

stealing.  It is censured as an act of willfully or carelessly attempting to pass off as 

one's own work the writing of someone else.  Usually the student who is proved 

guilty of plagiarism is given a failing grade on the research paper, and, if the 

plagiarism is intentional, the student is given no credit for the course in which the 

paper is submitted. 

 

    Guidelines: Students must realize, therefore, from the beginning of their research, 

that the handling of source material is always a delicate matter.  Writers may copy 

or paraphrase any information or statistics from another source so long as proper 

credit is given to that source.  When a student submits to an instructor a paper 

bearing her name as the author, she is required to indicate copied material by 

enclosing it in quotation marks and by using an appropriate citation. Paraphrased 

or summarized material must also be shown by using a footnote, endnote, or by 

giving parenthetical documentation in the text of the paper. For example, here is a 

sentence from The Christian Science Monitor: "They [the Black Caucus] argued in 

a letter to Mr. Clinton that 96 percent of crack arrests are of minorities, and that 

between 1988 and 1994 in Los Angeles, the only persons prosecuted for crack-

cocaine sales were blacks and Latinos." Whether a writer quotes from those words 

directly or summarizes them in his/her own words, there must be a parenthetical 

reference in the text (Marquand 3) and a complete reference in the Works Cited at 

the end of the paper. 

 

    If a paper contains several sentences, one sentence, or merely significant parts of 

sentences that are obviously not original work --because of the wording or the 

nature of the information given--students may be suspected of plagiarism.  If the 

expressions or order of presentation of ideas are identical to or are similar to 

material in print and if no reference is made to the source, it may be assumed that a 

student is deliberately attempting to pass off or, to put it stronger, to forge a piece of 

writing that does not really belong to him/her. 

 

    Within the field of academics and among professionals, such plagiarism is a 

breach of ethics and may break copyright law. Scholars, playwrights, musicians, 

and other writers whose careers and reputations are built upon their research and 

use of words have a legal right to those words. Proper documentation is not a 

difficult task; therefore, students who plagiarize should expect to fail the course. 

 

    DIXIE COLLEGE ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE POLICY: "Academic dishonesty 

in any form will not be tolerated at Dixie College, including but not limited to 

plagiarism on written assignments, submitting other persons’ work as one’s own, 

and cheating on exams or quizzes. Teachers at Dixie College may discipline students 

proven guilty of academic dishonesty by – 



 

            Giving a failing grade on the specific assignment where dishonest occurred, 

 

            Failing the student in the entire course, 

 

            Immediately dismissing and removing the student from the course and/or 

 

            Referring the student to Student Affairs, a committee which may reprimand, 

place on probation, suspend, and /or expel the students." 

 

  

 

Now that you have learned the general guidelines, here are some places to learn the 

specific rules for citing various kinds of information: 

 

        Most English rhetorics or handbooks will have a section on resource supported 

writing; check yours. 

 

        The Research Paper Guide, a printed pamphlet, is available in the bookstore 

and online. 

 

        Going to the Dixie College Online Writing Lab (http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl/) 

provides links to the MLA Style Guide, which is used in most English courses, or the 

APA Style Guide, which is used often in the sciences, nursing, education, and in 

social studies. 

 

        The Reference Librarian on duty has a copy of the current MLA Handbook. 

 

  

 

Let’s look at some examples of plagiarism commonly committed, even by those who 

know the general guidelines: 

 

        Exhibit A: 1) Although thoughts about suicide are common among Hospice 

patients, persistent requests for aid in dying are, by most accounts, very uncommon. 

 

        2) Alcohol has been proven to cause cancer of the mouth, tongue, esophagus, 

larynx, stomach, liver, lungs, colon, and rectum. 

 

Students excused the above plagiarism by saying they were just summarizing an 

article, not quoting from it. Any information--no matter whether quoted, 

paraphrased, or summarized--that you take from another source must be cited. 

 

        Exhibit B: Original: "Although harder to use, QuickTime 3.0 and Adobe 

Premier team up for a cross platform solution for creating the audio slide lecture." 

 



        Paraphrase: QuickTime 3.0 and Adobe Premier are harder to use, but they 

work well together in creating a cross platform solution for someone who wants to 

create an audio slide lecture (Kaplan 51). 

 

        Although this student did give a parenthetical reference to the original (and, we 

assume, added more information in the Works Cited at the end of the paper), this is 

still a form of plagiarism because the paraphrase follows too closely the wording of 

the original. The general rule is that if you use three or more words in a row from 

the original, those words should be in quotes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


